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Abstract: This study introduces a novel magnetic nanohybrid material consisting of ferromagnetic
(FM) bcc Fe–Co nanoparticles (NPs) grown on nanodiamond (ND) nanotemplates. A combination of
wet chemistry, which produces chemical precursors and their subsequent thermal treatment under
vacuum, was utilized for its development. The characterization and study of the prepared samples
performed with a range of specialized experimental techniques reveal that thermal treatment of the
as-prepared hybrid precursors under a range of annealing conditions leads to the development of
Co-rich Fe–Co alloy NPs, with average sizes in the range of 6–10 nm, that exhibit uniform distribution
on the surfaces of the ND nanotemplates and demonstrate FM behavior throughout a temperature
range from 2 K to 400 K, with maximum magnetization values ranging between 18.9 and 21.1 emu/g
and coercivities ranging between 112 and 881 Oe. Moreover, 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy reveals
that apart from the predominant bcc FM Fe–Co phase, iron atoms also participate in the formation of
a secondary martensitic-type Fe–Co phase. The emergence of this distinctive phase is attributed to the
diffusion of carbon atoms within the Fe–Co lattices during their formation at elevated temperatures.
The source of these carbon atoms is related to the unique morphological properties of the ND growth
matrices, which facilitate surface sp2 formations. Apart from their diffusion within the Fe–Co NP
lattice, the carbon atoms also reconstruct layered graphitic-type nanostructures enveloping the
metallic alloy NPs. These non-typical nanohybrid materials, reported here for the first time in the
literature, hold significant potential for use in applications related, but not limited to, biomedicine,
biopharmaceutics, catalysis, and other various contemporary technological fields.

Keywords: Fe–Co nanoparticles; nanodiamonds; ferromagnetism; hybrid nanostructures; sp2 carbon;
57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy; martensitic-type phase

1. Introduction

In modern times, the rapid evolution and development of technology have made it
possible to realize, explore, and understand a crucial area in materials science: nanostruc-
tures. Nanostructures have gained increased importance in various practical and essential
applications due to their superior performance, cost-effectiveness, and responsiveness
compared to conventional bulk materials.

Among nanostructures, carbon nanomaterials stand out as noteworthy contenders.
Carbonaceous nanomaterials, known as nanocarbons, have garnered significant interest
in catalytic processes, electronics, biomedicine, and biopharmaceutics. This is due to their
low cost, tunable structure, high durability, unique electronic configurations, and diverse
functionality. Carbon nanotubes, graphene, and fullerene, which exhibit hybridized sp2
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bond configurations, show remarkable capabilities for exploiting their unique properties in
a wide range of applications [1–3].

Diamond nanocrystals emerge as exceptional nanomaterials within the carbon fam-
ily due to their unique sp3 bond hybridization. This enables versatile modifications in
size (from a few up to several tens of nm) and growth dimensions (from zero to three-
dimensional expansions). NDs have shown lower toxicity, superior chemical stability,
and excellent biocompatibility compared to other carbon allotropes, making them highly
desirable for biosensing techniques, biomedical imaging, drug delivery, and various other
biomedical applications. The spherical morphology of NDs, with a large surface-to-volume
ratio, facilitates interactions of a significant number of carbon atoms at their surface and sub-
surface regions. Besides size and shape, morphology plays a vital role in the chemical and
structural stability of NDs, as it has been found that it may promote surface carbon atom
sp2 bond hybridization formations and reconstructions, which are essential for their chemi-
cal stability [4]. In particular, at the surfaces of octahedral, cuboctahedral, and spherical
NDs, the dangling bonds of unsaturated carbon atoms at their grain boundaries undergo a
transition into partially sp2 hybridized carbon domains or are stabilized with hydrogen and
oxygen atoms to reduce surface energy. Therefore, surface terminations are also essential [4].
Thermal treatment is significant in this regard, as it can cause the degradation of surface
functionalities and produce a phase transition of diamond terminations into fullerene-like
graphitic shells. This feature allows for the modification of sp3 bond-hybridized NDs into
either uniform (or partially) core/shell (sp3/sp2) hybrids or concentric graphitic carbon
onions (sp2 carbons), regulated by the annealing conditions [5,6]. Consequently, engineered
NDs present a promising platform for exploring interfacial surfactant effects, holding
intriguing prospects for a wide range of applications.

Another significant category of nanostructured materials is magnetic nanoparticles
(MNPs), which are considered essential components of a system targeting specific ap-
plications where magnetic features are required. Among these, the iron–cobalt (Fe–Co)
bimetallic compound system stands out as a competitive option due to its soft magnetic
characteristics. Fe–Co alloys are significant FM materials due to their unique combination
of high saturation magnetization (MS), reaching up to 240 emu/g in bulk form when
the cobalt content reaches approximately 30 at. %, with low coercivity (HC) values in
the range of 10–65 Oe, as well as high Curie temperatures (TC), a low uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy constant Ku of about 2 × 104 J/m3, and large permeability, depending on their
composition [7–12].

Fe–Co alloys have been proposed to be used as materials in various applications,
including catalysis [13], electromagnetic wave absorption [14], spintronic devices [15],
enhanced-permeability dielectrics for reducing switching field in arrays of single-layer
magnetoresistive-random-access-memory bits [16], heat-assisted magnetic recording for
achieving greater storage density in hard disk drives [17], magnetic bearing and turbine
engine components [18], building blocks for nanostructured thin film or bulk magnetic
materials [11], magnetic particle imaging [19], and magnetic carriers for drug targeting,
cancer therapy, and hyperthermia [20,21].

Various techniques are available to synthesize such MNPs, including mechanical
alloying [9], impregnation followed by subsequent heat and chemical treatments [20],
one-pot polyol pathways based on the addition of precursors at elevated temperatures [8],
pulsed-laser ablation combined with inert gas condensation [22], carbothermal reduction
via impregnated chitosan beads with Fe and Co ions [23], high-throughput magnetron
sputtering [16], ethanol dehydrogenation through chemical vapor deposition [13], high-
throughput thermal plasma synthesis [24], pulsed-laser deposition for thin film growth [15],
and hydrothermal [25] and microemulsion methods [26]. It is crucial in all synthesis
methods to choose the appropriate path that leads to the desired morphology, arrangement,
size, and long-term stability of the MNPs’ intended application [26,27].

Typical cubic Fe–Co alloys possess soft magnetic characteristics and exhibit low Ku
values. These properties render them unsuitable for applications as hard magnetic materials.
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However, if Ku could be increased considerably to sufficiently high values, the Fe–Co alloys
could potentially become paradigms of non-rare-earth hard metal ferromagnets. Indeed,
recent first-principles calculations have predicted high Ku values exceeding 106 J/m3 for
Fe–Co alloys with a body-centered tetragonal (bct) crystal structure. The bct crystal lattice
is considered an intermediate metastable lattice between the body-centered cubic (bcc)
and the face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal lattices that the Fe–Co alloys could be crystallized
into [28–30], whereas this bcc–bct–fcc transformation is known as the Bain transformation.

In real samples, two known synthetic methods can be employed to stabilize the bct Fe–
Co structure, a phase not explicitly evident in the equilibrium phase diagram of the Fe–Co
system [31]. As proposed by T. Hasegawa’s group, this can be achieved either by applying
uniaxial stress to the Fe–Co cubic lattices through epitaxial effects or by introducing a third
element such as B, N, or C interstitially into the Fe–Co cubic structure [32,33].

Epitaxially grown pure Fe–Co thin films on various buffer layers have shown Ku
magnitudes up to 106 J/m3 when their crystal lattice c and a constants ratio (c/a) is slightly
above 1.0 (1.0 < c/a < 1.2), and the Co concentration is about 50–60 at. % [29,34,35].
However, structural relaxation in epitaxially grown Fe–Co thin films limits the occurrence
of bct structures with c/a ratio of about 1.2 to film thicknesses below approximately
1–3 nm [36]. Another crucial consideration is the chemical ordering of Fe and Co atoms
in the crystal structure of the Fe–Co alloys, given by the ordering parameter S. To achieve
high Ku values in the Fe–Co compounds, S is required to be high (S > 0.8) [29].

Alternatively, adding a specific third element, such as B, C, or N, is expected to induce
a tetragonal distortion in the Fe–Co cubic lattice. Computational studies by D. Odkhuu
et al. on Fe–Co alloys have predicted an induced tetragonal distortion of Fe–Co structures
through interstitial N doping, leading to a considerable Ku value of 2 × 106 J/m3 [25] in
the B2-ordered tetragonal Fe–Co alloy [30]. This is achieved by the phase transition from
ordered Fe–Co CsCl-type B2-bcc to bct upon a small addition of N that tends to transform
to an fcc phase at higher levels of N doping. Notably, based on their studies, T. Hasegawa’s
group experimentally achieved the stabilization of a bct Fe–Co phase at the boundaries
between ordered B2 bcc and disordered fcc phases with increasing content of a third doped
element (V and N). In their work, the formation of the bct-like Fe–Co phase is inferred from
the effect of the c/a ratio on Ku when the c/a ratio ranges between 1.05 and 1.30, at 1.0 up
to 5.5 at. % concentration of the third element [33]. These findings were later confirmed
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)-based observations, showing the formation of
a bct-FeCo/VN single crystallite with a lattice constant c/a ratio of about 1.07 [32]. The
atomic configuration of the Fe–Co-V-N unit cell corresponds to that of the B2-type Fe–Co.

Regarding tetragonally distorted iron alloy phases, Fe-based alloy martensites is an-
other significant class of materials with excellent mechanical and magnetic properties.
These materials emerge from the austenite-to-martensite transformation, a diffusionless
rearrangement of the fcc into the bcc crystal lattice, triggered by a homogeneous structural
deformation, e.g., the Bain or Kurdyumov γ-to-α transformation [37,38]. Many investiga-
tions have demonstrated that the tetragonal symmetry of the martensite phase is a result
of a preferential occupation of a third element like N and C in one of the three (x-, y-, z-)
available octahedrally coordinated interstitial site sublattices. In the case of carbon, this
preferential occupancy arises from its higher solubility (up to about 9 at. % concentration)
in the fcc austenitic (γ) Fe-based phase, relative to the bcc ferritic (α) Fe-based phase (up to
about 1 at. % concentration). The formation of martensite occurs as the crystal structure
undergoes the γ-to-α transformation over a limited range of thermal treatments (slow or
rapid cooling, aging, or tempering), when the transformation takes place too quickly for the
carbon atoms to diffuse in order to form either graphite or iron carbide (Fe3C); therefore,
these C atoms are trapped in the octahedral interstitial sites [39–42].

There have been efforts to address an adequate mechanism to describe the primary
transition and subsequent martensite phase formation in detail. Many of them involve
complicated crystallographic transition mechanisms, which seemingly deviate from the
primary purposes of this study. On the other hand, 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, as an
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atomic-level probing characterization technique, is considered to be more proficient in
shedding light on this issue and was employed in many cases to investigate, in depth,
the specific electronic and magnetic modifications imposed on the Fe-sites by the carbon
interstitials. These modifications depend on the proximity of iron atoms to the carbon
interstitials and the specific local structures. The literature suggests that the presence of
the third element content (carbon) at the octahedral interstitial sites in the initial austenite
structure significantly determines the aspect ratio, c/a, of the final bct martensite lattice,
and thus its tetragonality yield, which appears to be independent of the presence of the
alloying elements [39,43].

In relation to the two nanomaterial types, many researchers have produced stud-
ies dealing with the synthesis, characterization, and applications of such nanomaterials
using different nanocarbon allotropes either in core/shell models [13,20,36], thin film sub-
strates [25], or as interstitial dopants [43–46]. In this work, the synthesis, characterization,
and comprehensive study of the inseparably linked structural, morphological, and magnetic
properties of a new line of hybrid nanomaterials composed of Fe–Co nanoalloys grown
on ND nanotemplates (Fe–Co/NDs) built upon our group’s expertise in the development
of such hybrid nanostructured magnetic materials [47–49] is presented. The realization of
these nanohybrid structures relied on the use of wet chemical metallic salt impregnation
methods and subsequent annealing under controlled conditions. The samples were char-
acterized and studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD), TEM, high-resolution transmission,
and scanning-transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, and STEM, respectively) with
high-angle angular dark-field (HAADF) imaging, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
analysis (EDS), vibrating sample magnetometry, and 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy tech-
niques. The results demonstrate that the stability and nature of the Fe–Co nanoalloy phases
developed on the surface of the ND nanotemplates are significantly determined by the
annealing conditions (temperature and time). In all samples, the formation of a dominant
phase attributed to nanostructured FM Fe–Co alloy is evident, along with a significant and
systematic presence of a tetragonally distorted martensitic type Fe–Co/C phase, which is
produced by interfacial interactions involving the C atoms between the growing Fe–Co
MNPs and the sp2 type surfaces of the ND nanotemplates.

This nanohybrid system, whose synthesis and characterization are reported here for
the first time in the literature, exhibits structural and magnetic properties that can be
exploited in contemporary technological applications such as biomedicine [50]. More-
over, developing and analyzing the martensitic type Fe–Co phase in these samples could
serve as a guide to unveil the conditions and means of producing such tetragonally dis-
torted structures, thus further pushing the effort to deploy new non-rare-earth-based hard
FM materials.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Materials Synthesis

The synthetic route for the production of the hybrid magnetic crystalline Fe–Co/ND
nanostructures involved a two-step procedure (Scheme 1): an initial wet chemistry im-
pregnation step [51,52] aimed to deliver as-made (AM) chemical precursors, followed
by thermal annealing of these precursors under controlled conditions. A nominal Fe:Co
atomic ratio of 1:1 was implemented using appropriate amounts of the corresponding metal
salts. A total ~10 wt. % of combined Fe and Co metal-to-ND mass ratio was considered,
while both conventional (AM-NHD) and 57Fe-enriched (En-AM-NHD) reactants were used
for the preparation of the corresponding AM nanohybrid precursor samples. The use of
57Fe-enriched reactants was chosen to enhance the resolution of the Mössbauer spectra
(MS) transmission signals, given the low Fe content of the samples.
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Scheme 1. Graphic representation of the synthesis procedure of as-made hybrid and annealed
nanohybrid samples.

Specifically, for the conventional AM-NHD precursor, 58 mg of Fe(NO3)3·9H2O
(99.99+%, Aldrich 254223-50G) and 42 mg of Co(NO3)2·6H2O (>99.0%, Fluka 60832) were
dissolved in 0.8 mL of deionized water. This solution was mixed with 150 mg of detonation
ND powder (98%, Aldrich 636428-1G). The mass concentrations of all components were
calculated so that the final AM hybrid precursor contained ~10 wt. % of equiatomic Fe–Co
metal percentage. The mixture was blended and homogenized in a moist paste form using
an agate mortar and then allowed to dry at 100◦ C for 24 h. After dehydration, the material
was re-homogenized into a fine powder and calcined in air at 400 ◦C for 1 h. This process
aimed to remove the nitrates and produce homogeneous well-dispersed iron–cobalt oxide
(ICO) NP seeds on the surfaces of the ND nanotemplates (see Scheme 1). Subsequently,
thermal treatments of the AM-NHD precursor were conducted in sealed under vacuum
(10−3 Torr) quartz ampoules at temperatures of 700 ◦C (NHD-700), 650 ◦C (NHD-650), and
600 ◦C (NHD-600), for varying time intervals of 2 s, 30 min, 2 h, 8 h, and 32 h.

For the 57Fe En-AM-NHD precursor, 51 mg of Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (99.99+%, Aldrich
254223-50G) along with 0.1 mL of metallic 57Fe dissolved in HNO3 solution with
C(57Fe) = 7 mg/mL concentration, and 42 mg of Co(NO3)2·6H2O (>99.0%, Fluka 60832)
were dissolved in 1 mL of deionized water. This solution was then mixed with 150 mg of
ND powder (98%, Aldrich 636428-1G). The nominal 57Fe-to-Fe3+ atomic ratio in the relative
reactants was calculated to be approximately 0.1. Subsequently, the mixture followed the same
process of dehydration and calcination as that of the non-enriched AM-NHD precursor.

In the final step, the En-AM-NHD precursor was thermally treated in vacuum
(10−3 Torr)-sealed quartz ampoules at 700 ◦C (En-NHD-700) for varying annealing time
intervals of 30 min, 2 h, and 8 h. Additionally, we also examined the influence of a slow
cooling (SC) procedure after annealing in the specific time interval of 30 min, from 700 ◦C
to room temperature (RT), under controlled conditions (30 ◦C/h) using the En-AM-NHD
precursor to produce the En-NHD-700,30m-SC sample. This was performed to explore the
possibility of further enhancing the Fe–Co atomic ordering of the resulting crystalline alloy
phases in this sample and to compare the results with the relative results on other samples
that lacked the SC step feature [26,29].

Following this, the properties of these two representative samples, NHD-700,30m and
En-NHD-700,30m-SC, respectively, are discussed further to demonstrate the feasibility and
effectiveness of the proposed synthesis method.
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2.2. Materials Characterization

Characterization and study of the structural and morphological properties, stoichiom-
etry, and particle size of the prepared samples were performed by using powder XRD,
using Cu Ka radiation on a Bruker Advance D8 diffractometer, and analytical TEM/STEM
observations, which were carried out using a 200 kV JEOL JEM F200 TEM/STEM micro-
scope equipped with a Cold Field Emission Gun (CFEG) and an OXFORD X-Max 65T EDS
detector. Prior to TEM observations, the samples were dispersed in ethanol and suspended
in ultrasound for up to 60 min, while a single drop of a very dilute suspension of each
sample was placed on a carbon-coated Cu grid and left to dry naturally by evaporation at
ambient conditions. Inquiries of the samples’ magnetic properties were performed on a con-
ventional Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) (LakeShore 7300, Westerville, OH, USA)
and a VSM-equipped Magnetic Property Measurement System (Quantum Desing MPMS
3, San Diego, CA, USA) through mass magnetization (M) and magnetic susceptibility (χg)
measurements. M versus (vs.) external magnetic field (H) hysteresis loops were collected
at constant temperatures of 2, 300, and 400 K in fields up to 70 kOe. The zero-field-cooled
(ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) χg vs. temperature (T) curves were recorded upon warming
the samples in the temperature range of 2 to 400 K under two different H values of 99 and
999 Oe, after cooling them in zero H, and on cooling, directly after the warming procedure
under the aforementioned H fields, respectively. To investigate the iron-bearing phases’
electronic, magnetic, structural, and morphological properties in detail, 57Fe Mössbauer
spectra (MS) were collected in transmission geometry at sample temperatures of 300 and
11 K, using constant-acceleration spectrometers equipped with 57Co(Rh) sources kept at
room temperature (RT), in combination with a He gas closed-loop (ARS DMX-20) Möss-
bauer cryostat. For the velocity calibration of the spectrometers, metallic α-Fe at RT was
used, and all isomer shift (IS) values are given relative to this standard. The recorded MS
were fitted and analyzed using the IMSG code [53].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. XRD

The XRD patterns of a typical AM-NHD precursor, along with the following annealed
samples at different temperatures and heating durations, are shown in Figure 1.

The main broad diffraction peaks of the cubic ND structure at 43.9 (111), 75.3 (220),
and 91.5 (311) degrees 2θ (lattice constant a = 3.567 Å, ICDD PDF 00-006-0675), and of the
spinel-type Fe3−xCoxO4 ICO structure at 30.1 (220), 35.4 (311), and 63.6 (440) degrees 2θ
(lattice constant a = 8.392 Å, ICDD PDF 00-022-1086), respectively [54], are depicted in
the XRD diagram of the AM-NHD sample (Figure 1a). An estimation of the average NP
crystalline domain size <D> for each of these two phases based on the most resolvable
widths of their main diffraction peaks was made using the Scherrer formula [55], providing
an average size of <DNDs> = 5 nm for the NDs and <DICO> = 2 nm for the ICO. This result
indicates that the AM-NHD precursor is composed of very small ICO NPs developed on
the ND nanotemplate matrices.

From Figure 1, it is also evident that the annealing of the AM-NHD precursor at
all chosen temperatures and durations is capable of inducing the formation of a new
nanocrystalline phase. At the same time, the presence of the ICO is diminished, and that of
the NDs is completely retained. In particular, apart from the presence of the characteristic
ND diffraction peaks, considerable contributions from the broad diffraction peaks of a
cubic bcc Fe–Co crystal structure are evident at 44.9 (110), 65.3 (200), and 83.7 (211) degrees
2θ for the measured XRD patterns of all samples. The broad diffraction peaks of this phase
inhibit a reliable estimation of the atomic Fe–Co stoichiometry from the angular positions
of the diffraction peaks to be extracted from these data, as three different ICDD PDFs
with iron-rich (Fe0.7Co0.3 00-048-1817, lattice constant a = 2.864 Å), equiatomic (Fe0.5Co0.5
00-049-1568, lattice constant a = 2.855 Å), and iron-poor (Fe0.3Co0.7 04-007-3335, lattice
constant a = 2.842 Å) stoichiometries can qualitatively match these diffraction peaks equally.
The aspects of the nature, morphology, and stoichiometry of this phase in the samples are
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revealed by TEM analysis (vide infra). However, an estimation of the average crystalline
domain size <D> extracted out of the best resolvable widths of the main diffraction peaks
at 65.3 and 83.7 degrees 2θ of this phase can be made using the Scherrer formula, and the
results are depicted in each pattern. It is evident that the average size ranges between 6
and 9 nm in all cases. Moreover, for the samples annealed at 700 and 650 ◦C, there is no
evidence of the presence of ICO in the XRD patterns, but a minor contribution of this phase
appears for the samples annealed at 600 ◦C. From the study of these results, it is possible
to conclude that as regards the formation of the Fe–Co alloy phase originating from the
reduction in the ICO NP seeds, the annealing of the precursor can be carried out up to
700 ◦C without any significant increase in the average size of these alloy NPs compared
with lower annealing temperatures. Furthermore, the residual ICO NPs appearing in the
XRD patterns of the 600 ◦C annealed samples are absent at higher annealing temperatures,
most probably due to incomplete reduction to Fe–Co, thus attributing to the case of 700 ◦C
optimum annealing temperature characteristics. On the other side, as regards these XRD
results, the annealing time does not seem to have a significant effect either in the average
particle size of the Fe–Co phase or in the appearance of ICO phases in the samples, except
in the case of the 600 ◦C series where increased time intervals seem to be related to less ICO
presence. This means that the Fe–Co phase is rapidly formed from the reduction of the ICO
during the annealing procedure.

Following this context, in Figure 2, we show the XRD patterns of the En-AM-NHD
precursor and corresponding annealed samples. According to these measurements, the
two sets of samples (non-enriched and enriched with the 57Fe reagent) have many structural
similarities. In particular, the XRD pattern of En-AM-NHD sample in Figure 2 depicts the
dominant presence of the broad diffraction peaks attributed to NDs, along with the three
inferior diffraction peaks referred to the ICO spinel-type phase, while the application of
the Scherrer formula to the corresponding peaks of this diagram gives an estimation of the
average crystalline domain size <DNDs> = 4 nm for the NDs, and <DICO> = 2 nm for the
ICO NPs. Annealing of the En-AM-NHD precursor at 700 ◦C induces the development
of Fe–Co bcc nanostructures in addition to the presence of the ND nanotemplates at all
durations, as found for the conventionally prepared AM-NHD precursor. However, there
are also some differences; at 26.5 ◦C 2θ, a diffraction peak is evident, especially for the
samples with the longer duration annealing treatments of 2 and 8 h. This peak is attributed
to a graphitic carbon-type phase, which has also been found to develop in similar iron
carbide/ND hybrid samples prepared by the same synthesis route [48]. As in the case of
the annealed samples prepared with the conventional AM-NHD precursor, the aspects
of the nature, morphology, and stoichiometry of this, as well as the Fe–Co alloy phase,
will be revealed by further TEM analysis (vide infra). The average crystalline domain size
<D> for the Fe–Co phase in most annealing duration cases lies at 10 nm, which is only
slightly higher to those found for the samples prepared with the conventional AM-NHD
precursor (6–9 nm), and an increase in <D> to 15 nm for this phase is observed for the
longest (8 h) annealed sample, suggesting that for this precursor, longer durations induce
an increase in the Fe–Co particle size. As for the cases of the annealed samples for 30 min
with conventional (NHD-700,30m) and slow cooling (30 ◦C/h) (En-NHD-700,30m-SC) rates,
no major differences are observed in their XRD patterns.
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of a typical as-made nanohybrid precursor and the corresponding annealed
samples at 700 ◦C (a), 650 ◦C (b), and 600 ◦C (c). The crystalline phases in the samples are depicted
by respective different symbols denoting the angular positions of their main diffraction peaks. The
average crystalline domain size <D> of the nanodiamonds and iron–cobalt oxide phases for the
as-made nanohybrid precursor sample and that of the Fe–Co phase for all other samples are denoted
in each pattern.
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Figure 2. XRD patterns of the 57Fe-enriched as-made nanohybrid precursor and the corresponding
annealed samples at 700 ◦C. The crystalline phases in the samples are depicted by the respective
different symbols denoting the angular positions of their main diffraction peaks. The average
crystalline domain size <D> of the nanodiamonds and iron–cobalt oxide phases for the 57Fe-enriched
as-made nanohybrid precursor sample and that of the Fe–Co phase for all other samples are denoted
in each pattern.

3.2. TEM, STEM, and EDS Analysis

The determination of the dispersion, morphology and structure of the nanophases
were revealed by TEM/STEM observations. TEM images from two representative sam-
ples, namely NHD-700,30m and En-NHD-700,30m-SC, are displayed in Figures 3 and 6,
respectively. Moreover, HAADF-STEM-EDS and HRTEM images, which thoroughly de-
termine the chemical and structural details of these two respective samples, are given in
Figures 4, 5, 7 and 8, respectively. Additional images and EDS spectra from these samples
are given in the Supplementary Materials (SMs) (Figures S1–S4).
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Figure 5. HRTEM images of two different Fe–Co metallic nanoparticles (a,b) grown on the NHD-
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spacings. Graphitic-type layered structures wrapped around the metallic nanoparticles are indicated
by the yellow arrows.

Figure 3 displays the morphology of the NHD-700,30m sample, showing a nanohybrid
system consisting of well-dispersed ND clusters with arbitrary shapes and sizes ranging
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from 20 to 180 nm. These ND cluster nanotemplates contain relatively spherically shaped
metallic NPs grown on their surface, which appear in darker contrast relative to the rest of
the ND materials in these bright-field images. The ND NPs have an average size of about
5 nm and cluster together to form aggregates. HAADF imaging in STEM mode, shown
in Figure 4, better reveals the distribution of the metallic NPs on the ND nanotemplates,
as the contrast is proportional to the Z-number. A typical counting analysis of their sizes
gives an asymmetric distribution, with higher spreading on the higher sizes’ side and a
mean value of 6 nm (Figure 4d).

The HAADF STEM image of a hybrid Fe–Co NP/ND cluster and the corresponding
elemental distribution mapping shown in Figure 4e–g reveals that Fe and Co atoms of the
metallic NPs reside at the same spatial positions in the cluster, verifying the development
of the Fe–Co alloy. Additional point and areal EDS spectra obtained from multiple metallic
NPs (Figure S1 and Table S1) suggest a Co-rich stoichiometry in the Fe–Co alloy phase with
an average Fe/Co atomic ratio of about 35:65 (Fe35Co65).

Figure 5 displays HRTEM images of different metallic Fe–Co NPs grown on the surface
of the ND templates, where the characteristic d-spacings corresponding to the close-packed
{110} and also the {200} planes of the bcc Fe35Co65 alloy structure are resolved. Moreover,
and most importantly, the formation of graphitic-type layered structures partially wrapped
around these metallic NPs is evident, at least to some extent, and indicated by the yellow
arrows. The presence of these graphitic-type layered structures wrapping around the
metallic Fe–Co NPs is quite systematic, as it is seen regularly in many other Fe–Co NP
cases studied using HRTEM on this sample (see also Figure S2).

Figure 6 shows the morphology of the En-NHD-700,30m-SC sample. The hybrid
Fe–Co/ND clusters are similar in structure, shape, and size to those found for the NHD-
700,30m sample. The densely-packed ND NPs forming the nanotemplates are again, on
average, about 5 nm in size, while HAADF-STEM images presented in Figure 7a–c reveal,
for this sample, the same characteristics found for the NHD-700,30m sample. In this case,
the metallic NPs’ size distribution seems more symmetric and has a slightly increased 9 nm
mean value relative to that of the NHD-700,30m sample, attributed to the slow cooling
process (Figure 7d). The elemental distribution of a hybrid Fe–Co NP/ND cluster shown
in Figure 7e–g reveals that Fe and Co atoms reside at the same spatial positions, verifying
again, as in the case of the NHD-700,30m sample, the development of the Fe–Co alloy.
Moreover, additional point and areal EDS spectra obtained from multiple metallic NPs
(Figure S3 and Table S2) also suggest a Co-rich stoichiometry in the Fe–Co alloy phase with
an average Fe/Co atomic ratio of about 33:67 (Fe33Co67), very similar to that found for the
NHD-700,30m sample.

The fact that both (57Fe-enriched and non-enriched) annealed samples possess very
similar Co-rich Fe–Co NP compositions reflects the validity and reproducibility of the
chosen two-step synthetic method.

Figure 8a displays an HRTEM image of a metallic Fe–Co NP at the edge of an ND
cluster, as indicated in lower magnification in the inset BF-TEM image. Notably, the lattice
spacings from the closely packed {111} and {110} planes between the cubic diamond and
metallic B2 Fe–Co structures present a measurable difference. In Figure 8b, the HRTEM
image reveals a characteristic Fe–Co NP projected along the [100] zone axis, aiding in
the definitive identification of the B2 structure. Lastly, Figure 8c illustrates the formation
of a graphitic-type few-layer structure at the interface between the metallic NPs and the
ND support nanotemplate. The inset in Figure 8c shows this interface in greater detail
with the graphitic-type {0002} planes marked yellow, along with the {110} planes of the
adjacent metallic NP marked white. The graphitic layers wrapping around the NPs varied
in thickness and degree of coverage. As shown in Figure S4, some graphitic layers were
only partially developed around a metallic Fe–Co NP. Additionally, in another instance,
they appear to extend away from the metallic NP.
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Figure 8. (a) HRTEM image of a typical Fe–Co nanoparticle/nanodiamonds cluster in the En-NHD-
700,30m-SC sample. The {111} planes of a nanodiamond nanoparticle and the {110} planes of a bcc
Fe–Co metallic nanoparticle (indicated with the red arrow) are provided. (b) HRTEM image from
another metallic Fe–Co nanoparticle projected along [100]. (c) HRTEM image showing a Fe–Co
nanoparticle surrounded by a graphitic-type few-layer structure, with the {110} planes of the metallic
bcc and the {0002} planes of the graphitic-type structures indicated by white and yellow fonts.

From the TEM studies, it is possible to conclude that whatever the sample case, the
development of the graphitic-type layered structures is inherently related to the develop-
ment of the Fe–Co metallic NPs. By knowing the nature and characteristics of the chemical
precursors used to develop the final hybrid nanostructures after vacuum annealing, it
becomes apparent that carbon, which is the building element of NDs, is essential for the
development of metallic Fe–Co NPs. These metallic NPs are initiated from the correspond-
ing ICO NP seeds; thus, carbon atoms must be interacting with them, and they must be
playing a crucial role in their reduction. Following this argument, the verified presence
by TEM measurements of these carbon atoms at the interface between the Fe–Co metallic
and ND NPs as graphitic-type layers can also suggest their further possible diffusion in the
Fe–Co alloy structure.
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3.3. 57Fe Mössbauer Spectroscopy

The atomic-level probing technique of 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy offers a unique
tool to characterize and study the structural, morphological, electronic, and magnetic
properties of the iron-containing phases present in the samples. The 57Fe MS of the
conventional AM-NHD and En-AM-NHD precursor samples recorded at RT are presented
in Figure 9.

Table 1. Mössbauer hyperfine parameters as resulting from the best fits of the corresponding spectra
of the samples shown on Figure 9. IS the isomer shift (given relative to α-Fe at 300 K), Γ/2 is the
half-line width, QS is the quadrupole splitting, 2ε is the quadrupole shift, Bhf

C is the central value of
the hyperfine magnetic field, ∆Bhf is the total spreading (Gaussian-type) of the Bhf values around the
central Bhf

C value, and AA is the relative spectral absorption area of each component used to fit the
spectra. Typical errors are ±0.02 mm/s for IS, Γ/2, 2ε and QS, ±3 kOe for Bhf

C and ±3% for AA.

Sample Component IS (mm/s) Γ/2 (mm/s) QS or 2ε
(mm/s) Bhf

C (kOe) ∆Bhf (kOe) Area (%) Color

AM-NHD
precursor

SPM Fe3+ (1) 0.33 0.20 0.65 0 0 57 Dark Cayn
SPM Fe3+ (2) 0.35 0.25 1.17 0 0 43 Purple

En-AM-NHD
precursor

SPM Fe3+ (1) 0.36 0.21 0.67 0 0 51 Dark Cayn
SPM Fe3+ (2) 0.37 0.29 1.17 0 0 31 Purple

MCOL Fe3+ (1) 0.51 0.15 0.14 322 95 12 Red
MCOL Fe3+ (2) 0.39 0.15 0.07 468 22 6 Dark Yellow
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Figure 9. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of the conventional as-made nanohybrid precursor (a) and the
57Fe-enriched as-made nanohybrid precursor (b) samples collected at room temperature. The black
dots correspond to the experimental data and the colored lines to the components used to fit these
spectra listed in Table 1.

These spectra are characterized by a central quadrupole split contribution, which is
the only one existing for the spectrum of the conventional AM-NHD precursor, while for
the spectrum of the En-AM-NHD precursor, a minor broad magnetically split contribution
is also evident. The resonant lines of the quadrupole split contributions are relatively
broad and slightly asymmetric in both MS. Thus, we used a group of two quadrupole
split components to fit the spectrum of the conventional AM-NHD precursor, and a group
of two quadrupole split and two magnetically split components to fit the spectrum of
the En-AM-NHD precursor. For the magnetically split components in the latter case, a
Gaussian-type spreading ∆Bhf [53] of their hyperfine magnetic field (Bhf) values around
the central Bhf

C value was allowed to match the broadening of the resonant lines of this
part of the spectrum. The resulting Mössbauer parameter (MP) values from the best fits of
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these MS are listed in Table 1. These values indicate the presence of only Fe3+ high-spin
(S = 5/2) states for both precursor samples. In particular, these values are characteristic of
Fe3+ ions found for ICO spinel-type nanostructures, for which their particle size is so small
that it renders them superparamagnetic (SPM) characteristics at RT [48,56,57]. This result
agrees well with the results extracted from the XRD measurements on these samples. For
the conventional AM-NHD precursor sample, the presence of only the quadrupole split
contribution at RT denotes that at this temperature, the size of all ICO NP seeds developed
on the surfaces of the ND nanotemplates during the first stage of the synthesis drops below
the SPM size limit, where the SPM relaxation is so fast that the characteristic relaxation
time τ falls below the characteristic 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy measuring time τMS,
which is of the order of ~10−8 s; consequently, their Bhf values average to zero (collapse
completely) [58,59]. The presence of a broad magnetically split part for the spectrum of
the En-AM-NHD precursor sample, which is represented by the two relative components
and sums up to 18% in absorption area (AA), suggests that in this case, a part of the
assembly of ICO NP seeds acquire SPM relaxation times higher than τMS. This could be
due to the increased particle size for these NPs, relative to smaller NPs, and/or due to their
agglomeration in larger clusters, where the interparticle interactions are strong enough to
increase the value to τ beyond τMS [60–62].

The raw MS of the annealed samples using both the conventional AM-NHD and the
En-AM-NHD precursors collected at RT appear in Figure 10. Regardless of the samples’
synthesis conditions, these MS exhibit certain spectral characteristics that are common
in all cases. These are the following: (i) the presence of a dominant magnetically split
contribution with relative sharp resonant lines indicated by blue arrows for the four
outer peaks of the six-line pattern; (ii) the presence of minor satellite magnetically split
contributions, which are the most pronounced around the two outer peaks of the main
magnetically split contribution and are indicated by the green and cyan arrows; and (iii) the
presence of a quadrupole split contribution at the center of each MS, indicated by two red
arrows. The intensity of the dominant and satellite magnetically split contributions (i) and
(ii) are relatively stable in each MS, but that of the quadrupole split contribution (iii) is
more pronounced for the samples annealed at 600 and 650 ◦C with shorter durations and
decreases for the samples annealed at 700 ◦C. Moreover, by comparing the MS of the
precursor and annealed samples, it is evident that the central quadrupole split contribution
(iii) in the annealed samples is reminiscent of the main SPM ICO contribution in the
precursor samples. Thus, a first qualitative conclusion suggests that the samples annealed
at 700 ◦C contain a less residual part of SPM ICO NPs that could have remained in the
annealed samples due to incomplete oxide-to-alloy reduction reactions, compared with
the samples annealed at lower temperatures. This result is compatible with the results
extracted from the XRD analyses, which suggest some presence of ICO, at least for the
samples annealed at the lowest temperature of 600 ◦C.

Consequently, to fit these spectra adequately and taking also into account the results
from the XRD and TEM analyses, we used a model composed of one main magnetically split
component to account for the dominant six-line pattern (i), a set of five minor magnetically
split components for the satellite contributions (ii), and a set of two quadrupole split
components for the central part (iii). In the cases of the dominant magnetically split
component and one of the five minor satellite components, a Gaussian-type spreading ∆Bhf
of their Bhf values was allowed to cover the relative broadening of the resonant lines. In all
cases, an additional minor magnetically split component with collapsing Bhf characteristics
was necessary to be added to the fitting model to cover a broad absorption area residing at
and around the center of each spectrum. Representative fits for the MS of the NHD-700,30m
and of En-NHD-700,30m-SC samples are shown in Figure 11, and the resulting values of
the MP for these fits are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 10. Room temperature raw 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of the samples synthesized using the
conventional as-made nanohybrid precursor annealed at 600 ◦C (a), 650 ◦C (b), and 700 ◦C (c) and
the 57Fe-enriched as-made nanohybrid precursor annealed at 700 ◦C (d). The annealing duration at
the specified temperatures is included in each spectrum. The colored arrows denote the positions of
the main spectral contributions corresponding to the iron-bearing phases, as discussed in the text.
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Figure 11. Fitted 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of the NHD-700,30m (a) and of the En-NHD-700,30m-SC
(b) samples collected at room temperature. The black dots correspond to the experimental data and
the colored lines and filled areas to the components used to fit these spectra listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Mössbauer hyperfine parameters as resulting from the best fits of the corresponding spectra
of the samples shown on Figure 11. IS the isomer shift (given relative to α-Fe at 300 K), Γ/2 is the half
line-width, QS is the quadrupole splitting, 2ε is the quadrupole shift, Bhf

C is the central value of the
hyperfine magnetic field, ∆Bhf is the total spreading (Gaussian-type) of the Bhf values around the
central Bhf

C value, and AA is the relative spectral absorption area of each component used to fit the
spectra. Typical errors are ±0.02 mm/s for IS, Γ/2, 2ε and QS, ±3 kOe for Bhf

C and ±3% for AA.

Sample Component IS (mm/s) Γ/2 (mm/s) QS or 2ε
(mm/s)

Bhf
C

(kOe)
∆Bhf
(kOe) Area (%) Color

Non-
enrichedNHDs-

700,30m

Fe35Co65 0.02 0.14 0.02 340 8 52 Maroon
Martensitic Fe-Co (1) 0.09 0.14 0.01 364 0 2 Green
Martensitic Fe-Co (2) 0.04 0.14 0.01 354 0 2 Magenta
Martensitic Fe-Co (3) 0.00 0.14 0.04 315 0 6 Cyan
Martensitic Fe-Co (4) 0.13 0.14 −0.08 296 0 5 Blue
Martensitic Fe-Co (5) 0.08 0.14 −0.15 259 13 5 Orange

MCOL Fe3+ 0.28 0.14 0.00 155 65 14 Pink
SPM Fe3+ (1) 0.30 0.22 0.58 0 0 7 Dark Cyan
SPM Fe3+ (2) 0.34 0.28 1.58 0 0 7 Purple

Enriched-NHDs-
700,30m
withSC

Fe33Co67 0.02 0.14 0.02 337 7 41 Maroon
Martensitic Fe-Co (1) 0.09 0.14 0.01 365 0 2 Green
Martensitic Fe-Co (2) 0.04 0.14 0.01 346 0 3 Magenta
Martensitic Fe-Co (3) 0.05 0.14 0.04 318 0 7 Cyan
Martensitic Fe-Co (4) 0.12 0.14 −0.09 296 0 4 Blue
Martensitic Fe-Co (5) 0.08 0.14 −0.15 263 5 3 Orange

MCOL Fe3+ 0.43 0.14 0.00 160 60 2 Pink
SPM Fe3+ (1) 0.35 0.21 0.72 0 0 14 Dark Cyan
SPM Fe3+ (2) 0.41 0.38 1.37 0 0 19 Purple

SPM Fe2+ 0.97 0.32 2.46 0 0 5 Grey

Regarding the fit of the NHD-700,30m sample’s spectrum, the resulting MP values of
the dominant magnetically split component (colored maroon in Figure 11a) are characteris-
tic of a cubic FM Fe–Co alloy phase. The IS and Bhf

C values of 0.02 mm/s and ~340 kOe for
this component suggest a stoichiometry in the Co-rich concentration region between 60
and 70 at. % Co. In addition, the slight line broadening reproduced by the ∆Bhf spread-
ing of 8 kOe could suggest contributions from both local stoichiometry and/or Fe–Co
atomic-ordering structural fluctuation effects, both of which influence the environment
of the iron atoms in the Fe–Co system [12,63]. For a specific Co-rich concentration above
the equiatomic stoichiometry, the increase in atomic Fe–Co ordering contributes lower Bhf
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values compared to decreased ordering levels, while for a certain atomic Fe–Co ordering
level, the decrease in Co concentration contributes higher Bhf values [64–66]. To this extent,
when both effects are present, which most probably might be the actual situation in these
samples, they tend to obscure the clear distinction between an ordered B2 CsCl-type and
a disordered A2 Fe–Co structure, thus contributing to the appearance of the resonant
line broadening.

The satellite contributions (ii) in this fit are modeled by a set of five minor magnetically
split components with colored filled areas as shown in detail in Figure 11a. The resulting IS
and Bhf values of these components listed in Table 2 correspond to iron atoms that have a
metallic alloy character but are simultaneously influenced by the presence of an additional
neighboring atom in their immediate atomic environment. Taking into account the TEM
analyses, which suggest the diffusion of carbon atoms in the structure of the Fe–Co NPs,
we attribute these components to the iron atoms of a martensitic-type Fe–Co phase forming
in the Fe–Co NPs. Each component of this set corresponds to a different iron neighbor
environment forming around the interstitial carbon atoms, which induce tetragonal-type
distortions in the Fe–Co cubic lattice [39–41,43,46]. Considering the detailed analysis of the
structural properties and related MP of such iron sites emerging in the martensite structure
given by Kurdyumov and Gavriljuk [39,40], we can ascribe certain atomic environments
to this set of components. In particular, component Martensitic Fe–Co(1), colored green
in Figure 11a, acquires the highest Bhf value of the set and describes iron atoms in crystal
sites placed in dilatated Fe–Co crystal lattice positions at distances relatively far from
interstitial carbon atoms. Component Martensitic Fe–Co(2), colored magenta in Figure 11a,
can be attributed to iron atoms, which are distant third neighbors of the interstitial carbon
atoms and are only slightly influenced by the presence of these interstitials. Components
Martensitic Fe–Co(3), colored cyan, and Martensitic Fe–Co(4), colored blue in Figure 11a,
respectively, correspond to iron atoms occupying the closest second- and first-neighbor
positions of the interstitial carbon atoms, respectively, which, according to the literature,
acquire octahedral Fe/Co coordination in the bcc Fe–Co crystal structure [40,43]. Finally,
component Martensitic Fe–Co(5), colored orange in Figure 11a, acquires the lower Bhf value
of the set and is attributed to Fe atoms with an environment of two carbon atoms as nearest
neighbors; such environments (iron atoms with two carbon atoms nearest neighbors) are
more probable to appear in increased carbon interstitial concentrations according to relative
binomial distribution models [46].

The central part of the spectrum is fitted with two quadrupole split components, SPM
Fe3+ (1), colored dark cyan, and SPM Fe3+ (2), colored purple in Figure 11a, respectively,
and one broad magnetically split component MCOL Fe3+, colored pink in Figure 11a, with
collapsing Bhf characteristics. These components acquire relative broad resonant lines,
and their MP values listed in Table 2 suggest that they correspond to high-spin Fe3+ ion
sites in oxygen first-neighbor environments, indicative of a spinel-type ICO phase, which
experience fast SPM relaxation phenomena similar to those found at the precursor samples.
This result verifies the qualitative conclusion made earlier in this section that these SPM
ICO NPs could have remained in the annealed samples due to incomplete oxide-to-alloy
reduction reactions. Although this phase could not be detected by XRD and TEM for this
sample, most probably due to its scarceness, the specialized method of 57Fe Mossbauer
spectroscopy, which only probes iron, succeeds in detecting it.

To verify the consistency and fidelity of our fitting model, we checked the thermal
evolution of the MS for this sample at 11 K. At this temperature, the spectrum of the
NHD-700,30m sample can be fitted with the same fitting model (see Figure S9 and Table S7),
in which all iron alloy components acquire the expected shifts in their IS and Bhf values,
while their AA values are very similar (within the expected errors) to those found at
RT. A difference can be found only for the AA values of the SPM Fe3+ and MCOL Fe3+

components, where the increased AA value of the MCOL Fe3+ component at the expense
of the AA values of the SPM Fe3+ components denotes the expected decrease in SPM
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relaxation time τ for the nanostructured ICO NPs at low temperatures, as the ceasing of the
very fast SPM relaxation encompasses a larger portion of this phase [48,56,57].

By adapting this model, we manage to adequately fit all other RT MS of the annealed
samples based on the conventional AM-NHD precursor. The fitted MS are shown in
Figures S5–S7, and the resulting MP values are listed in Tables S3–S5. The MP values
from all fits are quite similar to those found for the NHD-700,30m sample. In some cases
(NHD-650,8h and NHD-700,32h), an additional SPM quadrupole split component of Fe2+

high-spin (S = 2) character that indicates the presence of some additional Fe2+ ions in the
SPM ICO phase [56] was necessary to be included in the fitting model. For the samples
annealed at 600 ◦C in all durations and at 650 ◦C with annealing durations up to 2 h,
increased values for the sum of the AAs of the ICO phase components are observed relative
to those found for the NHD-700,30m sample. The same result holds also for the sample
annealed at 700 ◦C in the short duration of 2 s. These results quantitatively verify our
earlier qualitative conclusion on the more prominent presence of ICO at lower annealing
temperatures and durations.

For the fit of the RT spectrum of the En-NHD-700,30m-SC sample shown in Figure 11b,
we used the same fitting model as for the NHD-700,30m sample, with the addition of the
SPM quadrupole split component of Fe2+ high spin (S = 2) character. The resulting MP
values of all other components listed in Table 2 are very similar to those found for the
non-57Fe-enriched NHD-700,30m sample. This reveals the high similarity of the Fe–Co NP
phase characteristics in the two samples and the reproducibility of the synthesis method,
as also verified by the XRD and TEM results. On the other side, an increase of about 10%
for the sum of the AA values of the components attributed to the ICO phase and a similar
decrease in the AA value of the main cubic Fe–Co alloy component is observed for the
En-NHD-700,30m-SC sample, compared to those AAs found for the NHD-700,30m sample.
By contrast, the sum of the AA values for the “martensitic” components remains relatively
constant in both samples. These results suggest that the En-NHD-700,30m-SC sample con-
tains relatively higher amounts of the SPM ICO phase, which is also somehow chemically
different, in the sense that it contains additional Fe2+ ions, from the corresponding SPM ICO
phase found in the NHD-700,30m sample, and this reflects some diversification between
the two chemical precursor characteristics. The systematic presence of the Fe2+ component
in the MS of all samples resulting from the annealing of the En-AM-NHD precursor (see
Supplementary Materials Figure S8 and Table S6) further enforces this argument, as the
presence of this component is only occasional in the MS of the samples resulting from the
annealing of the conventional AM-NHD precursor.

By lowering the temperature to 11 K, the evolution of the MS of the En-NHD-700,30m-
SC sample (see Figure S9 and Table S7) follows the same features found for the case of
the NHD-700,30m sample, verifying again the consistency of the fitting model. The only
difference refers to the presence of an additional broad magnetically resolved component,
MRES Fe3+, colored dark yellow in Figure S9, that corresponds to a part of the ICO phase
with SPM characteristics, which suggest increased NP sizes relative to the other parts of
this assembly.

Again, as in the case of the NHD-700,30m sample, by adapting this model, we manage
to adequately fit all other RT MS of the annealed samples based on the En-AM-NHD
precursor. The fitted MS are shown in Figure S8, and the resulting MP values are listed in
Table S6. Very similar results were observed for all samples.

3.4. Magnetization and Magnetic Susceptibility

The magnetic properties of the NHD samples are delineated rigorously by their M
vs. H under constant T and χg vs. T under constant H measurements. Such characteristic
measurements taken for the NHD-700,30m and En-NHD-700,30m-SC non-57Fe-enriched
and 57Fe-enriched samples appear in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.
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Figure 12. Magnetization vs. applied magnetic field isothermal loops of the NHD-700,30m (a) and
En-NHD-700,30m-SC (b) samples measured at different temperatures indicated by different colors.
The insets in each set of measurements show the details of the loops’ characteristics around zero
applied magnetic field for all temperatures (upper left) and with even more detail for the 300 K loop
(lower right).
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Figure 13. Magnetic susceptibility vs. temperature measurements of the non-enriched NHD-
700,30m (a) and 57Fe-enriched En-NHD-700,30m-SC (b) samples under an applied field of 99 Oe.

The M vs. H isothermal loops of the NHD-700,30m and En-NHD-700,30m-SC samples
recorded at 400, 300, and 2 K reveal clear FM characteristics with hysteresis, revealing coer-
civities that range from about 100 to about 900 Oe depending on temperature (see Table 3).
These characteristics are accompanied, however, by constant and non-vanishing dM/dH
slopes at high H values at all temperatures. These features correspond to an assembly
of Fe–Co NPs with FM order and relative harder magnetic characteristics compared to
the nominal coercivities found for typical bulk Fe–Co alloys that reach only about 65 Oe
at RT [9]. The non-vanishing dM/dH slopes at high H values denote a second non-FM
contribution that can be attributed to the spinel-type ICO NPs found to be present in these
samples, which, due to their very small particle size, experience very fast SPM relaxation
at all temperatures. Moreover, the large increase in the coercive field values found at 400,
300, and 2 K indicates that the assembly of Fe–Co FM NPs should also experience SPM
relaxation, which gradually ceases as T decreases, and, in particular—more substantially at
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2 K—as the majority of the metallic NPs in the assembly becomes completely magnetically
blocked [67].

Table 3. Magnetic characteristics derived from the isothermal loops of Figure 12.

Sample T (K) Mmax+
(emu/g)

Mmax−
(emu/g) MR+ (emu/g) MR−

(emu/g) HC+ (Oe) HC− (Oe)

NHD-700,30m
400 18.9 −18.9 1.7 −2.0 112 −112
300 19.4 −19.4 2.3 −2.7 160 −152

2 21.1 −21.1 8.7 −8.6 856 −881

En-NHD-700,30m-SC
400 16.3 −16.4 1.6 −1.9 114 −98
300 16.7 −16.8 2.5 −2.7 177 −169

2 19.2 −19.2 6.8 −7.2 781 −776

The χg vs. T measurements of both samples recorded under an applied field of
99 Oe are shown in Figure 13 and reflect again the characteristics revealed by the M vs. H
measurements, which are attributed to an assembly of Fe–Co FM NPs accompanied by SPM
relaxation features. In both diagrams, the χg values of the ZFC branches monotonically
increase as T increases, with no local maxima up to 400 K, while the FC branches are much
smoother and continuously rise as T decreases. The coincidence of the two branches only
at the highest measured temperature point of 400 K for both samples suggests a relatively
broad size distribution for the magnetically ordered nanophases contained in these samples.
The magnetic behavior of the system is clearly determined by the larger-in-size or/and
more strongly magnetically interacting metallic Fe–Co NPs, which are magnetically blocked
even at 400 K, as demonstrated from the existence of hysteresis in the M vs. H loops [60].
On the other hand, the smaller-in-size or/and weakly magnetically interacting metallic
Fe–Co NPs, as well as the SPM ICO NPs, reveal their contribution to the M vs. H and
χg vs. T measurements mainly through the lack of saturation for the magnetization at
high H values recorded in all temperatures. Similar behaviors are obtained in the χg vs.
T measurements of both annealed samples recorded under an applied field of 999 Oe
(Figure S22, Supplementary Materials). There, however, the ZFC branches contain a minor
local maximum around 200 K for both samples, suggesting a slight diversification in the
SPM relaxation behavior for different assemblies of magnetic NPs originating from the
differences in the stoichiometry, in the sense of the presence of both Fe–Co and ICO NPs,
their size distribution, and interparticle interactions strength, which can be revealed only
at higher H values in these measurements [56]. Moreover, the differences in the Fe–Co and
ICO NP content in each sample could also justify the slightly higher maximum M and χg
values observed for the NHD-700,30m sample relative to those found for the En-NHD-
700,30m-SC sample. As the nominal M values are higher for the Fe–Co phase relative to
those of the ICO phase, the higher amount of ICO NPs evident by Mössbauer spectroscopy
measurements for the En-NHD-700,30m-SC sample is the cause of its reduced M and χg
values relative to those found for the NHD-700,30m sample.

4. Discussion

Summarizing the results of all the experimental techniques employed in this study,
we can comprehensively elucidate the development of the phases and their properties
concerning the samples’ synthesis conditions. In this context, it is important to understand
the significance of the AM-NHD and En-AM-NHD precursor samples in relation to the
properties observed in the final annealed samples. These hybrid nanomaterials comprise
fine SPM ICO NPs developed on the surfaces of the ND nanotemplates. The resulting struc-
tural configurations of these nanohybrids are closely connected to the intrinsic properties
of the preconceived NDs, which are derived from detonation reactions. These properties
activate specific operating mechanisms during the initial steps of the synthetic procedures
followed in our samples. These mechanisms pertain to the attribution of favorable blending
and interacting conditions emerging from the development of oxide/hydroxide functional
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groups present on the NDs’ surfaces in the moist mixture, which interact strongly with
the corresponding metallic salts dissolved in deionized water during the first step of each
sample’s synthesis [51]. The advancement of such strong interacting bonds is realized due
to the ideal chemical conditions provided by the hygroscopic properties of the metallic salts
and the hydrophilic nature of the NDs’ surficial functional groups. As a result, a substantial
quantity of oxide/hydroxide functional groups is available to interact and form coupling
bonds with the respective Fe3+ and Co2+ metallic ions, ensuring the metal ions have a firm
attachment to the NDs’ surface. In this respect, it is possible to consider that two types of
strong coupling bonds can be developed between the strongly interacting counterparts:
(i) Fe-O-C and Co-O-C bonds and (ii) direct Fe-C and Co-C bonds [5,68,69].

The experimental data of this work evince the inability to develop any Fe–Co alloy
phase during the first step of the samples’ synthesis. On the contrary, the development of
only very fine ICO NPs that are well dispersed on the nanohybrid clusters can be observed.
These characteristics, which conform consistently to the bonding mechanism, were also
featured in our previous work based on this wet impregnation method [48]. Nonetheless,
the employment of the second step in the synthesis leads to the development of the Fe–Co
alloy nanophases. In this second step, the precursor is annealed in vacuum (evacuated
quartz ampoules) at high temperatures. This procedure induces reduction conditions to
the nominal Fe3+ and Co2+ ions of the ICO NPs in each sample system, forcing these
ions to form the Fe–Co alloy nanophases. The spatial proximity between the very small
ICO NPs favors their combination and growth into larger clusters during this second
annealing step and leads to the development of larger in average size, relative-to-the-
original ICO NP seeds, FM bcc Fe–Co cobalt-rich alloy NPs on the surfaces of the ND
nanotemplates. However, those ICO NPs that are relatively isolated on the surfaces of
the ND nanotemplates fail to develop into metallic Fe–Co alloy NPs and remain on these
surfaces as excessive ICO residues.

Similar characteristics are found for the annealed samples originating from both pre-
cursor types, conventional and 57Fe-enriched; however, a slightly higher average cobalt con-
centration for Fe–Co NPs from TEM/EDS measurements is observed for the 57Fe-enriched
case. These NPs also appear larger and have a wider dispersion from the equivalent Fe–Co
NPs of the non-enriched annealed samples. We consider the idea that these differences can
be attributed to the slight modification of the first wet chemistry step procedure followed
for the two precursors. The addition of the small amount of metallic 57Fe in an HNO3
solution during the preparation of the 57Fe-enriched precursor may influence the way the
resulting iron ions disperse in the moist mixture during the first step of the synthesis, by
prompting aggregation of the Fe3+/57Fe3+ ion assemblies, which could possibly lead to
their distinctive characteristics. The 57Fe MS of the two precursors indicate some difference
regarding the presence of magnetically split contributions for the 57Fe-enriched precursor,
which are not observed for the conventional precursor. This difference seems to be passed
along partially to the final annealed samples and is reflected through the slight increase in
the average Fe–Co NP size/dispersion and amount of ICO AA values in their MS, which
include also Fe2+ SPM states.

In either case, the annealing procedure triggers the involvement of strong reducing
agents in the second step of the synthesis. These are the sp2-coupled carbon atoms existing
already as native species at the surfaces of the ND NPs and are further developed during
thermal annealing [5,6,70,71]. These sp2-hybridized carbon atoms, along with the low O2
pressure due to the vacuum existing inside the ampules (10−3 Torr), provide the appropriate
conditions for complete reduction of the Fe3+ and Co2+ ions in the ICO NPs to the Fe0

and Co0 atoms that form the corresponding Fe–Co alloy NPs. Moreover, the formation
of the Fe–Co alloy NPs in our samples is accompanied by the development of graphitic-
type layers surrounding these metallic NPs partially or in total, as evidenced by TEM
observations. Surface graphitization effects of the ND sp3 cores can begin to occur at
elevated temperatures in the vicinity of 700 ◦C, and can be further enhanced by the presence
of surface structural defects and metallic elements like iron, cobalt, and nickel, which act as
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catalysts [5,72]. Metallic nanoparticles can act as catalysts for the graphitization process.
Carbon atoms can be preferentially adsorbed onto the surface of the metal nanoparticles,
where they undergo rearrangement into graphitic-type structures. Consequently, the metal
Fe–Co alloy nanoparticles provide active sites and facilitate the alignment of carbon atoms
into the resulting graphitic-type arrangement. It is possible to consider, thus, that the
birth of the Fe–Co NPs from the reduction in the ICO NPs with the aid of the surface ND
sp2 carbon atoms, could also serve as an action to promote them as initial metallic alloy
nucleation centers for the formation of graphitic-type layered nanostructures, as evidenced
by HRTEM observations in both systems.

Furthermore, as the graphitization mechanism occurring on NDs’ surfaces at elevated
temperatures is favored by structural degradations that could result in low surface energy
in the basal layer of the graphitic-type nanostructures, it could, in turn, also lead to low
binding energies for the absorbed carbon atoms in the Fe–Co NPs, thus facilitating an
easier lateral diffusion of these carbon atoms in the structure of the alloy. Hence, high
temperatures not only promote the formation of metallic Fe–Co NPs through reduction in
ICO NPs in our samples but also appear to facilitate a partial—at least, lateral—diffusion of
carbon atoms across the shared surface and subsurface interfaces of the grown metallic NPs
and the NDs in both synthesized systems. This non-extensive mechanism, involving the
interstitial diffusion of carbon atoms into the Fe–Co lattice, may be the primary factor con-
tributing to the development of the non-extensive (minor) contribution from the non-cubic
tetragonally distorted martensitic-type Fe–Co phase, evidenced by our 57Fe Mössbauer
spectroscopy measurements.

With respect to the magnetic properties, the lack of magnetization saturation for all
samples’ M vs. H measurements, even at 2 K, could be attributed to the SPM behavior
of the smaller-in-size metallic Fe–Co alloy NPs superimposed with the SPM behavior
of the residual ICO NPs. The presence of this SPM ICO phase was demonstrated by
57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy at all temperatures in all samples. On the other hand, 57Fe
Mössbauer spectroscopy investigations also revealed the contribution from a tetragonally
distorted martensitic-type Fe–Co phase encountered in all samples, but its presence is non-
extensive. Consequently, no strongly correlated hard magnetic behavior can be confirmed
through these M vs. H measurements. Therefore, the magnetic properties of the resulting
annealed samples are predominantly influenced by the spatial isolation and well-dispersed
placement of the Fe–Co NPs, which provide relative harder FM properties with respect
to conventional bulk Fe–Co alloys, which exhibit HC values ranging between 40 and
70 Oe [8–10], but are not hard enough to surpass the range of ~200 Oe at RT and 1200 Oe at
2 K.

No significant difference could be deducted from the employment of the slow cooling
procedure in the magnetic properties between either the 57Fe-enriched En-NHD-700,30m
and En-NHD-700,30m-SC samples or the conventional NHD-700,30m and the 57Fe-enriched
En-NHD-700,30m-SC samples, apart from the already mentioned increased presence of
the ICO phase in the MS of the En-NHD-700,30m-SC sample relative to the conventional
NHD-700,30m sample. Therefore, we have to conclude that there is no significant and
straightforward interconnection between the slow cooling procedure and the crystal order
of the Fe–Co metallic phase, at least regarding the chosen specific annealing conditions
(700 ◦C, 30 min).

5. Conclusions

In this study, using a two-step preparation procedure combining wet chemical methods
and annealing under controlled conditions, we successfully synthesized novel magnetic
nanohybrid materials by growing FM bcc Fe–Co NPs on ND nanotemplates. These Fe–Co
NPs, with average sizes ranging between 6 and 10 nm, were uniformly distributed on
the surfaces of the NDs, exhibited a concentration rich in cobalt (approximately 65 at. %
Co), and displayed FM behavior over a temperature range spanning from 400 K to 2 K,
with coercivity values increasing from ~110 Oe at 400 K to ~850 Oe at 2 K. The formation
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of the predominant bcc FM Fe–Co phase was consistently accompanied by a secondary
non-extensive, tetragonally distorted, martensitic-type Fe–Co phase, in addition to an
inherent residual ICO precursor phase.

Notably, the development of this unique martensitic-type Fe–Co phase is attributed
to the distinctive morphological properties of the ND growth matrices, which present
surface formations and reconstructions of carbon sp2 nanostructures that were enhanced
during the annealing procedure in the second step of the synthesis. sp2 graphitic-type
layered nanostructures appeared to surround the metallic Fe–Co NPs and provided an
ideal environment for interstitial carbon atom diffusion within the Fe–Co lattices at ele-
vated temperatures during annealing, triggering this non-extensive martensitic-type Fe–Co
structural configuration. Nonetheless, extending the formation of this martensitic-type
phase towards achieving samples with harder ferromagnetic characteristics is an issue that
needs to be addressed in future work, following the appropriate strategies that could, for
example, target the diffusion of two atom types in interstitial sites, combining carbon and
nitrogen from N-doped ND nanotemplate support.

These nanohybrid materials, which are presented for the first time in the literature, ex-
tend our group’s collection of innovative hybrid magnetic nanostructured materials [47–49]
and hold substantial promise as materials for applications in biomedicine, biopharmaceu-
tics, and other related technological fields.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/magnetochemistry10050035/s1, Figures S1–S4: additional HRTEM
and HAADF-STEM images, and EDS spectra from the NHD-700,30m and En-NHD-700,30m-SC
samples. Tables S1 and S2: atomic ratios from EDS analysis on corresponding Figures. Figures S5–S9:
Fitted 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of all samples recorded at RT and samples NHD-700,30m and of
En-NHD-700,30m-SC recorded at 11 K. Tables S3–S7: 57Fe Mössbauer hyperfine parameters from the
best fits of the corresponding spectra of all samples recorded at RT and samples NHD-700,30m and
of En-NHD-700,30m-SC recorded at 11 K. Figures S10–S22: M vs. H and χg vs. T measurements of all
samples with Hap = 99 Oe and Hap = 999 Oe. Table S8: Magnetic characteristics derived from the
respective isothermal loops of all samples at 300 and 2 K.
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